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                                 CAUSES OF SOUTH CHINA SEA CONFLICT 

Khadija Ali Khan*                                    

The South China Sea is a large ocean space between the southern coast of China and 
north of Indonesia. There are few countries which are involved and have strategic interest inside 
the islands. These countries are first and foremost china which claims to the entire South China 
Sea followed by there is Philippines and then Vietnam Malaysia and Brunei. These are the major 
countries along with Taiwan. 

South China Sea has a number of islands inside it. These groups of islands are called 
Paracel islands and the other one which is bigger group is the Sparatly islands. There is also a 
shoal which is a small stretch of land or landmass and this shoal is called Scarborough shoals 
which is claim by Philippines and china together. So, the countries which are involved 
encompass the South China Sea. 

History 

The Xia and Han dynasties of china are the ancient Chinese dynasties that ruled in china 
about 2000-4000 year back. So what china claim is that even at that time south china sea was 
their according to records and they had control over it and because of this historical claims they 
want south china sea. China delineates its claim via the nine-dash-line, which Chang Kai Shek 
advanced in 1947 and this was not done with the consultation of any other country. China made 
nine-dash-line just to announced the rest of the world that this what its claim in the south china 
sea is going to be so all territory including the water and the islands that come within this line 
along with Chinese border is the south china sea and this entire region belongs to china. This was 
the boundary agreement that china had gotten into it in 1947. 

In 1982 the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was made for 
nations to resolve sea disputes. This UNCLOS was a result of UNCLOS three which is United 
Nations Conference on the law of the sea which happened from 1973-82 to give rise to the 
agreements. It distributes territorial waters among nations as in from nations boundary how much 
to what extent does it control over, this is known as distinguishing between territorial waters. So, 
after UNCLOS was came into force this becomes a barrier for china and its claims on South 
China Sea.  China asserts it is entitled to more than 200 nautical miles from its shores. Its claim 
overlaps with exclusive economic zones of Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei. Beijing 
says that several islands in the stretch were discovered and mapped by Chinese sailors thousands 
of years ago during various naval expeditions and is integral parts of china. 

Why China wants South China Sea? 

The first and the foremost reason is to dominate major trade route because of its strategic 
location, so any ship whish has to go through straits must want access to south china sea to reach 
to japan, South Korea or even in Taiwan. That’s why South China Sea for china is very 
important because it will control trade routes in this area and for its own import purposes it is 
very important because most of the oil from the Middle East which is a long route, so if China 
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gets control over south china sea this oil flow will happen from south china sea. if it's 
international waters China will have some backlashes but if it has it as its own then it won't face 
any problem. 

It can also deny the access to foreign military or trade shipment whenever they want. 
Also, the South China Sea has a huge amount of oil and natural gas and if china gets it, it will get 
control over all the natural gas and oil reserves and therefore save on its import also. 

The US Response  

The United States is also a major player in South China Sea. It may not have any 
geographical proximity to it or geographical closeness but has engaging in South China Sea 
relations with Vietnam and Philippines. 

The building activity if Vietnam and Philippines from 1950’s to 2000 was never by Us, 
but when china started in 2000, US is hall bent against it because does not want china to grow 
south china sea because of its own strategic involved. US also want freedom of navigation or 
sailing of its warships because US considers this territory as international waters. For this reason, 
it wants to stay close to the Chinese base. 

The US has regional allies like Vietnam and Philippines which have vested interests in 
the region and they already have developed military bases. US is basically assisting these 
countries with military and technology to boost their power so that they can give a competition to 
Chinese military strength. 

Recommendations 

• Progress should be made between China and ASEAN on building Code of Conduct to 
avoid crisis in south china sea and the US should encourages ASEAN to its own drafts 
contain risk reduction measures and also work with ASEAN to convince Beijing to sign 
and implement it. 

• US should continue helping Philippines and Vietnam to enhance their maritime policing 
and security capabilities 

• The creation of new dialogue mechanism such as South China Sea coast guard Forum 
which would provide greater opportunity for affected parties to communicate directly and 
offers opportunities for greater coordination  
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